
19/10/2020 Hand of the Week 36: Grand slams  

This week 2 big hands! You pick this hand up and partner opens 1! 

 

You can see you are going to a slam straight away, the question is which suit and what level? 

There is no point in rushing so 1is a suitable response to allow partner to show their hand, and they come back 1. 

What next? You have at least 31 point and a club fit. There is an outside chance partner is 5-4-4-0 with spades but 

more likely you are looking at a slam in NT or . 

There are a couple of options now. You could bid 2 as 4th suit forcing, but the only thing you really need to know is 

partners holding of Aces & Kings. There are 2 options depending on your partnership understanding. With no agreed 

suit some would use 4 (Gerber) to ask for Aces. Others might prefer to use 4 as aplinter bid showing a void or 

singleton, and use 4NT  as Blackwood, whichever version you prefer. The downside of this approach is that you lose 

the option of having 4NT as a quantative slam try- showing approximately 19 points in this case and asking partner 

to bid on id they have a maximum. There isn’t a correct option and it is up to partnership to decide which they 

prefer. 

Partner show 1 Ace, and it is now reasonable to ask for Kings- partner shows 2. 

The question now is whether to go for the Grand Slam. Generally, the cost of missing the Small slam  if the Grand 

doesn’t make due to an unusual distribution is so big that you should not really bid the Grand unless you can count 

13 tricks. You have 4 Aces, 4 Kings and Q. Partner has 2 or 3 points unaccounted for, and has a least a 5 card club 

suit but this might not run if you are missing the Q. Similarly we know partner has at most 3 diamonds and there is 

a chance that suit might not run either. Are you feeling lucky? 

The full hand: 

 

14 tricks off the top! 6NT scores 48%, 7 89% and 7NT 98%. Perhaps after 6NT partner can evaluate their long club 

suit and convert- partner would not be asking for Kings if missing an Ace. 



Hand 2: 

 

I opened 1 

Ericka responded 2 

And I responded 3. The point count is slightly weak but the 6-5 shape, but with a void and a holding Ericka’s suit I 

felt this was the best description. Ericks now jumped to 6! 

Cue a long think… 

Ericka must have a good holding in Spades, at least AQx, and hold the other Aces. The question is the K! If we have 

it there are 13 trricks off the top, if not it is on a finesse. 

As I said you should be able to count 13 tricks- in pairs we are looking at a top of a bottom if we go to 7. Well, it 

was the last hand of the night… 

 

6S scores 65% and 7S 1 off scores 0%. Try again next week! 


